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Who was the best? At grass
by Philip Larkin
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Young man on a mission

Polarity in the paddock before her comeback
race in which she was 3rd at 66/1

Lord Oaksey with Carruthers

This evocative poem by Philip
Larkin featured in the recent
memorial service for a former
amateur jockey and racing
journalist Lord Oaksey:
The eye can hardly pick them out
From the cold shade they shelter in,
Till wind distresses tail and mane;
Then one crops grass, and moves about
- The other seeming to look on And stands anonymous again
Kauto Star - simply the best?

The recent retirement of
Kauto Star has rekindled the
debate about who is the best
jumper we’ve seen. Exactly 50
years ago Arkle made a
spectacular chasing debut at
Cheltenham.
Four months later Arkle
returned to Cheltenham to
win the Broadway Chase, now
the RSA Chase, by the same
margin, and the rest, as they
say, is history.
Arkle went on to become a
household name in
households with no interest in
racing, with three Cheltenham
Gold Cups, two Hennessy Gold
Cups, a King George, a
Whitbread and an Irish Grand
National among his 23 wins
over fences. So overwhelming
was his domination of his
contemporaries that a twotier system of handicapping
was devised to cater for him.
Still at the peak of his powers
at nine when he broke a
pedal bone in the 1967 King
George VI Chase, he sadly
never ran again.
But the question remains would Arkle have ever won a
Tringle Creek over 2 miles in
the style of Kauto star?
There has to be serious doubt
about that.

The unbeaten Frankel

The retirement of the unbeaten
Frankel has provoked much
recent debate about the best
flat racehorses of all time. Many
believe it has to be Secretariat
who was foaled on 30 March
1970 at Christopher Chenery’s
Meadow Stables in Virginia,
USA, sired by Bold Ruler out of
Somethingroyal. A striking
chestnut with three white socks
and a star with a narrow blaze,
he finished second in his first
outing as a two-year-old but
won his next race just 11 days
later at Aqueduct.
He won his next four races and
closed out his two-year-old
season defeating Stop the Music
by eight lengths in the Laurel
Futurity and winning the
Garden State Futurity.
Secretariat was named 1972
Horse of the Year, only the third
two-year-old to win the honour.
Secretariat began his three-yearold season with an easy victory
in the Bay Shore Stakes before
equalling the track record over
7 furlongs in the Gotham Stakes
at Aqueduct. Secretariat won
the 1973 Kentucky Derby at
Churchill Downs in a new track
record time of 1:59.40 (the time
still stands today), running each
quarter-mile segment faster
than the previous one. Next up

in his quest to land the
coveted US Triple Crown was
the 15⁄16-mile Peakness Stakes
at Pimlico. Secretariat broke
last but with 51⁄2 furlongs to
the finish he ran away from
the chasing pack to win in
another new track record.
When he landed the 1973
Belmont Stakes Secretariat
became the first US Triple
Crown winner in 25 years and
only the ninth in history.
So dominant was he in the race
that he won it by 31 lengths
and ran the fastest ever 11⁄2 on
dirt in history. He retired to stud
and died on 4 October 1989,
when it was discovered that his
healthy heart was twice the
normal size.

Snapshot
Our broodmare
Pastures Green - 30 years
young on 1st January!

Yet fifteen years ago, perhaps
Two dozen distances sufficed
To fable them : faint afternoons
Of Cups and Stakes and Handicaps,
Whereby their names were artificed
To inlay faded, classic Junes Silks at the start: against the sky
Numbers and parasols: outside,
Squadrons of empty cars, and heat,
And littered grass : then the long cry
Hanging unhushed till it subside
To stop-press columns on the street.
Do memories plague their ears like flies?
They shake their heads.
Dusk brims the shadows,
Summer by summer all stole away,
The starting-gates, the crowd and cries All but the unmolesting meadows.
Almanacked, their names live; they
Have slipped their names, and stand at ease,
Or gallop for what must be joy,
And not a fieldglass sees them home,
Or curious stop-watch prophesies :
Only the grooms, and the groom’s boy,
With bridles in the evening come.

Did you
know?
Lingfield Park has relaid
a new polytrack surface
after complaints about
the increasing amount
of kick-back.

A happy return!
Polarity confounded the
pundits as well as her 66/1
odds with a really good and
encouraging run on returning
to the race track after 2 years
off. The race programme read:
‘Polarity is easy to put a line
through after 2 years off!’
Sam finished a good third in a
surprisingly competitive
maiden at Lingfield Park over
11⁄2 miles. Her jockey Ned
Curtis told us on unsaddling
that the winner, Megastar who is already a champion
bumper winner and expected
to contest top handicaps this
year, is very highly rated at
home. He should know as he
is a retained rider for
Megastar’s yard! Sam also
finished well in front of other
previous winners. Even more
encouraging was that Ned
said that Sam clearly stays
well (there had been some
doubt as her sire is the Group 1
winning sprinter Hamas).
Ned also expressed the view
that he felt Sam should be
able to win on the flat before
she goes jumping - so more
runs on the all-weather
beckon if she gets a
reasonable handicap mark.
Sam came out of her race in
great shape and we hope will
also have improved for her

first run after being given a
long time off to grow into
her giant 17hh frame.
After the race trainer Gerry
Enright commented:
“She looks to have all the
markings of a really useful
type over jumps”.

Jockey Ned Curtis receives riding instructions from trainer Gerry Enright

Ned Curtis is one of the
potential rising stars of the
weighing room - and has the
pedigree to succeed being
son of trainer Roger Curtis
and a previous Pony Racing
Champion. Ned is currently
apprenticed to Gary Moore’s

Some sobering facts
The Green Monkey - an expensive flop

The most expensive racehorse
ever sold at public auction is
The Green Monkey - a colt by
Forestry bought by Coolmore
at the Fasig - Tipton Breezeup Sale for $16,000,000.
He raced only 3 times, just

managing to be placed once
in a maiden! Of 2,866
yearlings sold at public
auction in 2010 only 31
achieved a Timeform rating of
120 - That’s just 1% of the
total. A sobering thought!

Sussex stable. Although Ned
can ride at just 8st 5lbs his aim
is to ultimately become a jumps
jockey. Ned has partnered 13
winners to date - and our hope
is that Polarity can help add to
a total that’s sure to start
growing more rapidly.

Snapshot
Celestial Bay - half sister to
Polarity - and currently in
training with Sylvester Kirk
is also due to make her
debut soon.

Did you
know?
First season sire New
Approach is the leading sire
of 2-year-olds by prize money
earned - mainly due to the
exploits of Dawn Approach.
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Googling
a runner

Horses and owners decline
Industry statistics show the
average number of racehorse
owners with horses in
training dropped by 2.2%
during the first six months of
2012 to 8,468, compared with
the same period last year.
The average number of
horses in training in the first
six months of this year also
fell by 3% to 14,156.
Prize-money increased by
3.6% in the first half of this
year. Flat race prize-money
increased by 6.8% but for

t

jump races dropped by 0.5%,
aIthough this was affected by
more abandonments in 2012
than during the same period
in 2011.
Richard Wayman, ROA Chief
Executive, commented:
“The number of owners and
horses in training has been in
steady decline since 2008 and
the latest numbers show that,
depressingly, these trends
continue.
“Although there has been a
very modest improvement in

prize-money so far this year,
the fact remains that racing is
not providing owners with a
fair and reasonable return.
“The future of our sport is
dependent on there being
transparency around racing’s
various income streams,
introducing contractual prizemoney agreements that
ensure that owners receive an
equitable share of these
revenues, and creating a
framework in which all
parties benefit as they grow.”

This is a regular item in the
Racing Post which recently
featured Homebred Racing’s
filly before her win at
Wolverhampton in the Summer:
Delagoa Bay 7.50
Wolverhampton. A deep
water harbour on the coast of
Mozambique. Delagoa Bay,
now known as Maputo Bay,
was discovered by Portuguese
navigator Antonio de Campo
in 1502. During the Boer war
(1899-1902), the British army
protected the railway line
from the bay to Pretoria with
armoured trains.

Delagoa Bay with Martin Dwyer

Show us the money!
During the past two years,
there has been an increasing
move towards horsemen and
racecourses leading the
commercial side of racing
with seemingly little
involvement from the BHA.
In many ways, such a system is
attractive because it would
give horsemen the
opportunity to negotiate a
much improved financial
return for their members. It is
not difficult to see, however,
that so long as we are
seeking the same outcome,
the BHA brings a lot to the
party. As a governing
authority, they can act as a
facilitator between two sides
whose relationship will often
be adversarial. They are seen
by the government as the
natural leader of racing and
they are racing’s rule-maker
which, at a time when the

industry will be undergoing
significant structural changes, is
a very strong card to hold, not
least because they have the
final say on both the fixture
list and race programme.
Such alignment was certainly
evident when the BHA would
be “seeking to get owners
and horsemen access to a fair
share of all the revenue
streams within racing”.

Just as racing’s post-levy
relationship with the betting
industry is now moving
towards a system based on a
bookmaker licence condition,
it may be that something
similar could be the answer for
underpinning the commercial
relationship between
horsemen and racecourses.
In today’s world, racecourses
can spend their increasing
media rights cash entirely as
they wish, while a high
proportion of money coming
from the Levy Board must
be spent on prize-money.
How, then, can we achieve a
‘fair share’ of racing’s overall
income going into prizemoney?
It can only be achieved if there
is transparency regarding all
racecourse income, of which a
fair percentage should be
returned to horsemen.

While the significant money
that flows into racing is
outside the direct control of
racecourses, the allocation of
this money can be used to
encourage courses to
maximise their prize-money
contributions. It should not
be too difficult to bring about
a system where the sharing of
racing’s total income is put on
a formal basis. With BHA
support, it may be a case of
pushing at an open door.

Did you
know?
The average number of
starts for a racehorse in a
season is 4.8 races.

More track closures?
The possibility of a reprieve
from closure for Hereford and
Folkestone doesn’t remove
the fact that racecourses
generally are now becoming
increasingly vunerable to the
effects of a new commercial
environment in British racing.
The levy system has
contributed greatly to some
racecourses surviving when,
without fixture subsidies,
interest-free loans and the
like, they would have
disappeared many years ago.
Now, with the future of the
Levy Board itself far from
certain, racecourses will have
to stand entirely on their own
feet. Only a policy of
complete transparency
regarding racecourse media
rights payments will be
acceptable to horsemen.
In those days when the Levy’s
income topped £100 million
and the board’s largess
towards courses seemingly
knew no bounds, the ROA
was often critical of what we
regarded as a subsidy culture.
But, now, our welcome to this
new world has to be
qualified, because it gives us
no satisfaction to see
racecourses close.
The diversity of British racing
is good for the sport and
owners. Turf racing is
fundamental to the British
scene but it clearly requires
having many racecourses.
A country racecourse is
invariably supported by a
group of regular owners and
trainers who are happiest
when racing their horses at
their local track, not least
because the costs of travelling
horses are lower. A racecourse
like Hereford is also part of
the fabric of the community,
helping to support the local
rural economy.
As racecourses enter this new
era, it would be nice to think
that those which put on the
best racing entertainment in
terms of quality, competition
and field sizes will naturally
have their futures assured. This
is not automatically the case.
Under the current Levy Board,
it is right that almost all of
the funding it provides for
racecourses is compulsorily
spent on prize-money.

Did you
know?
Red Clubs is currently the
leading sire of 2-year-olds
in the UK by number
of winners.

BHA can help
horses race
more often

Folkestone - scheduled to close

But when it comes to
discretionary spend, a
racecourse draws primarily on
money from media rights and
gate money, both of which
are largely dictated by the
number of fixtures it has and
when those fixtures take
place. These key factors,
however, are ultimately
dictated not by the racecourse
but by its historical fixture list,
although the legal ownership
of a fixture has never been
properly established.
One of the lessons to be
learnt from the recent news
about Hereford and
Folkestone - irrespective of
whether they survive - is that
the BHA has to be much
stronger in the policy it
adopts on fixtures when a
racecourse closes.
If a racecourse group knows
that it will automatically be
able to distribute fixtures from
a course that it closes to others
within its group, this may well
influence closure decisions.
Hereford racecourse is owned
by Herefordshire County
Council and leased to
Northern/Arena. After news
of its imminent demise, there
was an automatic assumption
that Hereford’s 13 racecourse
fixtures would be absorbed
by the group to run at other
Northern/Arena venues.
Whilst much will depend on
the wording of the lease
agreement, the BHA should
question this, particularly as

there are a number of other
courses leased by Northern/
Arena from local councils.
In a perfect world, when
fixtures are lost as a result of
racecourse closure, they
should be sold to the course
making the highest bid for
those fixtures.
If Herefordshire County
Council, now working with
horsemen and racegoers, are
successful in their endeavours
to save the racecourse, there
would surely be no question
that Hereford should continue
to be allocated fixtures.
The Herefords and Folkestones
of this world may not be able
to deliver the levels of prizemoney and facilities that
owners should expect at
higher grade venues, but they
help to make British racing
what it is. Racecourses must
face up to a new commercial
reality but we also have to
create a broad geographical
mix of fixtures and venues
that are right for owners,
horsemen and racegoers.

Did you
know?
Trainers withdrew 11 of
the 12 intended runners in
a race at Worcester in
protest at the low prize
money on offer.

Paul Bittar, Chief Executive of
the BHA, revealed his
intention to find ways to help
owners race their horses
more often, in an effort to
combat small fields and a
declining horse population.
Bittar said that if each horse
in Britain ran once more per
season - taking the average
up to 5.8 starts, the same as
in New Zealand and Australia
- there would be no need to
cut fixtures. “If we could
achieve one extra start per
horse per season we would
deliver an additional 20,000
runners per season,” he said.

Hereford could escape closure

“This would cure all our
concerns about the size of
the fixture list.
“We need to be much more
innovative about our
handicapping and racing
policies to encourage more
starts per horse.”
Maintaining the fixture list
and field sizes will help
racing secure payments from
the bookies - such as agreed
by the BHA with Betfair.
The BHA has recently signed
a deal with the online
betting forum which
guarantees an extra £40
million a year on racing.

Stable visits
If you would like to see your
horse working on the gallops
call the office on 01293 884433
and we’ll arrange it for you.

